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Dear Parents/Carers,

It has been a very busy start to the term. We are pleased that our
10 new pupils have settled in so well.  Our new teachers Eva,
Helen and Chloe are enjoying their roles too. We are really feeling
very spoiled to have our wonderful extension at the Wheatley
Park site, where some of our older KS2 pupils will be taught from
next week.

We have taken an appropriate approach to commemorating the
passing of Queen Elizabeth II, mindful of the age and stage of
individual pupils. Today we listened to the National Anthem in
our Primary assembly and sang a rousing rendition of the
National Anthem in our Secondary assembly. Some classes have
had a sensory exploration using Bucket Time.

We hope your family are able to make the best of the long
weekend and we look forward to seeing you after the Bank
Holiday Monday.

Best Wishes

Stephen Passey

Dates for the Diary:
★ Thursday 29th September 2022 (subject to change) -

flu immunisations in school for consented pupils
★ Wednesday 5th October 2022- Meet the teacher

event
★ Tuesday 11th October - School photos
★ Friday 21st October - Last day of term, normal finish

time
★ Monday 31st October - Inset day, closed for pupils
★ Tuesday 1st November - Start of new term

This week’s round up from the classes…
Reception / KS1: Sunflower Class:

We have all settled in really well
considering everyone was new to
the school. Everyone has enjoyed
exploring their new classroom and
getting to know routines. Everyone
has also
enjoyed the
outdoor
learning
sessions
where they

have been climbing on the climbing
frame and using the wheeled
equipment. We have started to think
about our topic - for the term -”Me
and My World” and listened to the
song “Here we go round the
Mulberry Bush “ focusing on actions we do to keep
ourselves fresh and clean.

We are all
looking
forward to coming to school next
week for more learning and fun.
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KS3: Cosmos Class:
The students have settled amazingly well into their new class.

Most of the students are starting Year 7, which represents an

enormous change and we are very proud of how well new

routines have been embraced.

In Art, we began celebrating artists from around the world to

build our understanding of self and our emotions, creating

fantastic collage portraits using shapes, inspired by Matisse.

Also creating self portraits with wild hairstyles using blow

paint techniques.

We have been combining cooking with Science and using

marshmallows to explore changes from a solid to a liquid.

This has also been great for practising kitchen safety and

independence by using the microwave. For Maths we have

been using Numicon to develop our understanding of

number bonds and addition. We’ve also been using board

games to apply those skills along with turn-taking and

communication.

KS1: Sweet Pea Class
We have all settled in really well and are getting used to
school routines.  This term we are focusing on Me and My
World and have started the sensory story of Here we Go
Round the Mulberry Bush. We have loved using the sensory
props and symbols during the story.

We have also been exploring the outdoor area and enjoying
using the tuff trays to expand our theme more.  This week
we have been washing babies with soapy water and shaving
foam.

We have managed to do a Stage Three Bucket Time which
includes waiting and turn taking.



KS3/Sixth
Form: Iris
Class
Everyone
was
excited to
return to
school and
meet our
new peers.

We started to get back into the routine and continued
reading and reading comprehension based on the Sound
Reading System approach. We continue developing our
writing skills about the weekend or different events based on

photographs.
We keep
expanding
our

communication skills by using discussion cards to talk about
different scenarios like internet safety or friendship, and we
practise those skills by playing board games like Pop up pirate
or Hedbanz.

For Maths, we continue solving problems by adapting recipes
depending on the ingredients, measuring scoops, grams, or
millilitres of those ingredients. Some of us are also working
on solving time problems, calculating when the food will be
ready or learning to put a timer on an iPod.

We went to
the Venison

House to see what
plants o had survived
the summer drought.
We were lucky to
find and pull some
carrots!

KS1: Snapdragon Class
We  have had an amazing start
to our new term. We have really
enjoyed focusing on our new
topic, ‘Me and my world’. We
have also started our sensory
book, ‘Here we go round the
mulberry bush’.  We have been
thinking
about
self-care
and how
we look
after

ourselves. For example, brushing our
teeth and washing our faces.

In English, we have been working on

our fine motor skills, we have been

joining in with a range of activities.

In Maths, we have been ordering

numbers, matching shapes and

practising our counting.

We have loved playing

outside and exploring

the tuff trays and

bikes.



KS3/4: Ivy Class

We have had a fantastic start to the term.

During our cooking sessions we have made marshmallow rice
crispy cakes and chocolate chip cookies.
We have practised our electrical and kitchen safety by using
the microwave and the oven. We are now using the brand
new life skills room for our cooking sessions which has been
brilliant.

We have had some great
yoga sessions, everyone is
getting engaged and
practising new poses. Even
some really tricky balancing
poses.

During our time at
the venison house we
have been on a
scavenger hunt. We
were able to find
different insects and
flowers.

We even found a
baby
frog

KS2: Lemongrass

Class

It has been a great

return to school,

with everyone

excited to explore

their new

classroom. We’ve

been concentrating

on getting to know

each other and

using sensory

activities

throughout the day.

We’ve been

reading Cave Baby

by Julia Donaldson

and creating our

own cave painting,

exploring the feel

of the paint and

being creative.

In maths, we’ve

been using our

knowledge of

match counting to

develop our skills

and have enjoyed

using different

objects to count.

In our cooking,

we’ve used our

communication to

identify

ingredients and

help make

flapjack!



KS4: Clover Class
We have settled into the new building and new classroom
really well and are getting to know their different peers.

In English we have been reading and writing about the queen
and answering comprehension questions. Some of the pupils
have been working on engaging in sensory stories and using

their Etan Frames and iPads to
communicate.

In maths, the pupils have been
working on their individual
learning targets. Some have
been learning about fractions
of shapes, reading a 24 hour
clock, weighing in grams and
kgs as well as learning to use
their times tables.
We have enjoyed using the
outdoor areas to work on

practical learning in
different contexts. Some
have continued working
on fractions on the boards
outside while some have
been catching and
counting beanbags.

We have been learning to
play games together and
interact appropriately,
taking turns.

Lord Taverners’ Cricket
sessions have started up
again which the students are
very excited about. Pupils
were really engaged, showing
competitive spirit and
demonstrating how much
they have improved!

KS2: Lotus Class

Wow! What an amazing start to

the term for Lotus Class!

We had two busy weeks doing

sensory activities related to our

Autumn theme Making and

Creating. Our children explored different

textures and areas during our morning

sensory play time to help them focus and

get ready to learn.

We did cooking and practised our fine

motor skills by cutting our favourite fruit

when making a lovely autumn fruit salad

and flapjack. We followed our visual

recipes and worked well as a team!

This week’s book is The Cave Baby by Julia

Donaldson and the story inspired us to

make our own cave paintings to decorate

our classroom! We mixed the colours and

coloured within the

lines to create

prehistoric animals.

In our weekly

Attention Autism

session we made a

flour bear in stage 2. Our children did  great in turn- taking

while making animal footprints in stage 4 of the session.

The past two weeks we worked well in English and maths.

Moreover, we revised our phonics with interactive activities

adjusted to the individual targets of each pupil. We played a

fun phonics scavenger hunt and practised cvc words. In

sensory maths we made playdough, we made numbers

using theraputty and counting objects in our classroom.

In Lotus Class we sang a lot and had a fantastic time getting

to know each other and getting back to our school routines.

Well done Lotus
class!



Sixth Form: Elderflower Class
In the Sixth form we are very pleased to be back at school.

We have already started working for our Asdan qualifications.
The year 14’s have started working on their Focus modules.
The year 12’s and 13’s have been introduced to their new
Personal Progress units, these include engaging with new
creative activities, looking after our environment and
developing self awareness- all about me.

It is very exciting to be in a brand new classroom with three
lovely large storage cupboards.

We have already started completing daily housework and
twice a week food preparation lessons in our brand new life
skills room which has a
differentiated height work
station in the middle of the
room. Food related activities
completed include making
toast, cold drinks and
shortbread.

Team building activities we
have completed included
playing a really enjoyable
Kurling game and practising
our dance moves with the Octo
parachute.

KS2: Lupin Class

We have had a busy time settling into our new classroom
and getting to know each other.  We have explored the room
and its resources and started to use them in our learning

already.

It was also fun finding out what was in the art cupboard
again!  We made some lovely birds and a pig.

Our topic this term is
Making and Creating
and we will be learning
lots of new skills in art,
design and cooking.
The apple tree in the
School Meadow is full
of shiny red apples so
we started our cooking
year with a firm
favourite, apple

crumble.

The children
used plastic
cutting knives to
chop the apple,
and they learnt
how to mix the
flour and
margarine to
make the
crumble topping.

Apparently it was very good!



Community visits have started again including a very
successful swimming for leisure session and a visit to
Wheatley Park library to select a new library book.

KS2: Lavender Class

We have had a lovely start to the lerm and it is so nice to be
back already working hard on our targets. Last week we
went for an autumn walk around the meadow area and
found some lovely apples which we picked and used for an
apple crumble.  We all enjoyed chopping, stirring and eating
the delicious crumble.

This week we have been focussing
on our topic making and creating
and have been listening to the
story Cave Baby by Julia
Donaldson.  We then did some of
our own cave drawings on the
walls and under tables.

We ended our week with a
lovely energetic “squiggle
Whilst you wiggle” session,
focussing on our gross and

fine motor movements.  We danced with scarves and
pom-poms, mark-made with dabbers on giant paper and
practised our letter formations in time to music, we had so
much fun.



Keeping all pupils safe
We have pupils who have severe nut allergies.
Anaphylaxis is a condition that can kill. Even touching a
child who has a nut residue on their hands can prove
fatal. We are a nut free school. Please do not pack any
food for your child that contains nuts.

______________________________________________

Please remember to join our National Online Safety
training platform where you could access all the resources
including Parents/Carers courses (presented by Myleene
Klass), online video resources and weekly guides covering a
huge range of topics.

To create your account, please follow
https://nationalonlinesafety.com/enrol/john-watson-school
& complete your details. When you’re set up, you’ll be able to set
‘Parent/Carer’ as your user type.
You can access National Online Safety online via any device-
including via our brand-new smartphone app. To download the
app, please go to:

apple app google/android app

KS2: Lilac Class
We have had a wonderful start to the new academic year.
They have settled well and have made a great start with
their learning.
During the first week of term we focussed on “All about Me”
which helped the children to learn more about each other,
myself (the teacher) and the TAs.
This term’s theme is Autumn- Making and Creating.
So far we have worked on individual targets within English
and Maths, had a strong focus on fine motor skills-
improving pencil control/ handwriting, and been
wonderfully creative within art and drama.
Art has been great fun, with the children creating vibrant
autumnal inspired paintings using their hands and forearms
to create the trunk/branches and then adding autumn
leaves using bottle corks and warm colours of paint. We also
created collage hedgehogs using A3 templates, leaves and
twigs collected from the outside play
area.
We had an introductory lesson in
drama, allowing the children to
explore moving across the ‘free space’
in certain ways. This helped to build
their trust with each other when not
seated at their desks and was clearly
very enjoyable for all.
Within ‘Independence’ the children
enjoyed a cooking class where they made yummy apple
crumble. They used apples they had collected from the
school orchard. We are hoping to make flapjacks later this
morning.
As a class we have  explored ‘feelings’ with a focus on anger
management. The children suggested ways that could help
them to manage this strong emotion. They are building their
own emotional ‘tool-kit’ that they will be able to draw on
when needed.
We are very excited about our move for the majority of the
children up to the Upper School site. Our first day will be on
Tuesday, 20th September.
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